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Country:  Thailand 

Languages: Thai, Chinese, English 

 

Personal Description: I am an easy-going person, not high-maintenance, non-smoking, non-drinking.i 

like to go for a walks ,go to shopping or walking out. I love animals, especially a dog i’ll be fine with that. 

I am friendly I like to talk with another person ,like to share about my experience and like to listen 

others’s story. I like social network ,Facebook Twitter and Weibo etc. and I have some minuses too – I 

am a forgetful person so please  condone if I forget your name or something what you talked to me.    

Hobbies: My hobbies about sports is swimming ,volleyball and badminton. And another one is taking 

photo Although my photo that I take is not good but  if I have a free time I always pick a camera and go 

to take some view photo I think photo is the best way to keep my memories. 

Favorite Music and Movies: I like comedies, Sci-fiction, fantasy, Romantic Comely and Animation movies. 

I am very like Harry Potter  I watched and read all of them. I like many kind of music such as Pop Jazz and 

Classic. 

The craziest thing I've done in my life: I went to hiking in last Chinese Nation holiday ,I never ever hiking 

before because I think hiking is very dangerous but that time I just want to try something news in my life 

although that trip I am only foreigner and on the way is very inexpedient but it is very excited and if I 

have a chance I will join them again.  

Things I like: I like freedom and and like to make new friends, I like to learn something new for make me 

can improve my skills and I like to travel. 

Things I don't like: I don’t like liar, I know everyone have good and dark part ,just show what does you 

be I think the truth can make people easier to be friend. 

Life Motto: Never stop learning because life never stops teaching. 


